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Abstract: Cold waves occur frequently in East China, with their cold air source in the Arctic. Changes
in the Arctic are often linked with Arctic amplification. The circulation anomaly associated with Arctic
amplification is often represented by Arctic Oscillation (AO). In recent years, storms have frequently
invaded the central Arctic region, resulting in dramatic changes in Arctic environment. In this paper,
based on correlation studies, composite analysis, and case studies, the remote effects of the old and
storm-induced Arctic amplification are compared, especially with regard to their impact on cold
waves in East China. The results show that the AO can shed light on the interannual variation of cold
events intermittently, although it cannot explain the increasing trend of cold waves in the southern
part of East China. However, this long-term trend correlates well with storm activity. Cyclones are
becoming more active in the western Arctic and anticyclones are intensifying in the eastern Arctic. In
this scenario, the storm-induced warm advection could enhance the ridge over northeast Eurasia, the
Siberian High expands southeastward, and cold air accumulates in northeast Asia, which cools the
northern part of East China directly. The circulation around the Siberian High leads to a northeast
wind in the southern part of East China, which plays a vital role in snowstorms. This study could
improve our understanding of the global effects of Arctic changes and could enhance the prediction
skill of cold waves.
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1. Introduction

In this century, more frequent cold extremes are observed at midlatitudes [1]. For example,
bitterly cold waves occurred in Europe and the USA during the winters of 2010/2011, 2013/2014,
and 2014/2015 [2,3]. East Asia has also been repeatedly affected by cold waves in recent
decades, with examples including the freezing disaster in southern China in early January 2008,
January–February 2012, and the winter of 2015/2016 [4–6]. All the above cold events resulted in a huge
amount of damage and great economic loss. Therefore, researchers have started to focus on midlatitude
cold waves and their possible contributory factors. Given that most midlatitude cold waves originate
from the the Arctic, we are motivated to explore the linkage between the Arctic changes and the
midlatitude cold waves.

Temperatures have increased about twice as fast in the Arctic as in midlatitudes, which is known as
Arctic amplification. Disparate mechanisms are responsible for the Arctic amplification, including sea
ice, snow, cloud, solar cyclic, and the Planck and lapse rate effects [7–9]. Some studies have proposed
that upward heat flux from an ice-free ocean warms the Arctic [10] and hence the prior-autumn
Arctic sea ice exerts cross-seasonal influences on subsequent-winter circulations, which induce
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stationary Rossby wave train propagation [11], the impact of which on the occurrence of East Asian
snowstorms [12,13] leads to cooling of midlatitudes [14–17]. However, the influence of sea ice is still
under discussion [6,9,18,19]. Because there has been an enormous reduction in Barents–Kara Sea ice
since 2007, it should have been cold every winter, which has not been the case [19]. Francis [9] has
suggested that sea ice is not the Arctic amplification; some other factors, such as water vapor, clouds,
and stratosphere, which could change the atmospheric radiation and circulation, must be considered.
Goosse [18] has suggested that the stable stratification conditions result in a larger lapse rate in high
latitude than the tropic area, leading to a smaller increase of outgoing long-wave radiation, and thus
accelerate Arctic amplification. However, Planck effects indicate that higher temperature increases
longwave radiation which impedes Arctic warming. Ma and Zhu [6] pointed out that the extreme cold
wave in January 2016 originated largely from natural internal atmospheric variability and was only
modulated by the retreat of sea ice.

In early works, the natural internal atmospheric variability over high latitudes has been described
in terms of the Northern Annular Mode (NAM) and the Arctic Oscillation (AO). NAM could represent
the geopotential height anomaly from the stratosphere polar vortex to the surface [7]. AO is known
as the near surface signature of NAM, which is believed to have important contemporaneous and
cross-seasonal influences on East Asian weather and climate in some studies [20–24]. The negative
phase of the AO is equivalent to a weak jet stream [25]. Such a condition is accompanied by persistent
large meanders, which allow cold air to spread southward [26]. However, in the case of negative
AO, it is not specified where the southward meander travels [19], and it does not necessarily cause
the blocking events [27]. Therefore, some researchers suggests that AO should not be employed as a
prototype for Arctic amplification [27,28], and some new circulation regimes have been proposed. An
example is the Arctic rapid change phase (ARP), for which negative indicates the intensification and
northward expansion of the Siberian High and the Aleutian Low [28]. Research has shown that the
increased occurrence probability of strong Siberian High and associated Ural Ridge could lead to more
frequent Eurasian blockings and could provide a circulation anomaly that favors severe extreme cold
events in Eurasia [1,15,16,29,30]. However, there is a debate about the cause of blocking events. Some
researchers have proposed that the reduction of the meridional temperature gradient would increase
blocking events and amplitude [31], while some model studies have provided opposite results [32,33].

Cohen [8] have summarized some possible mechanisms linking Arctic change and midlatitude
weather, including increasing the geopotential thickness over the Arctic, weakening of the thermal
wind, stratosphere-troposphere coupling, stationary Rossby waves, and strengthening of the Siberian
High and Aleutian Low. It has also pointed out that, rather than the local Arctic change (e.g., sea ice),
the remote processes, such as heat and moisture transport from midlatitude to Arctic, also play
an important role. In recent years, storm activities have exhibited greater fluctuations in the Arctic
region [34–36]. Storm tracks and the associated atmospheric circulation have enhanced poleward
heat and moisture transport into the Arctic Ocean and thus play a major role in Arctic amplification,
owing not only to the warm advection but also to the moisture-induced increases in cloudiness and
downward long-wave radiation [37]. Such heating effects and the circulation around the storm interact
with sea ice and deform the Ural Ridge and Siberian High [19] and therefore can have an impact on
cold waves in Eurasia. However, there is a lack of climatological statistics about the remote impact
of Arctic storms, and it remains unclear how Arctic storms work with the typical Arctic circulation
indices to alter downstream synoptic events.

In this study, based on 40 years of observational records, we compare the remote impacts of the
AO and Arctic storm activity on cold waves and explore the underlying physical processes. Most
previous research has focused on the impact of the Arctic on mid–high latitudes (40–70◦ N), but to the
south of 40◦ N, Arctic-originated waves can interact with subtropical originated system to induce cold
events, and this is still not thoroughly understood. The present study takes East China as an example,
investigates the long-term variation of cold waves in its northern and southern parts separately, and
analyzes their relationships with the AO and Arctic storms. In Section 2, we introduce the index used
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in this paper to quantify Arctic circulation and cold wave activities. We then analyze the long-term
changes and interannual variability of cold waves in the northern and southern parts of East China.
The relationship between the AO, Arctic storms, and cold waves in East China will be explored in
Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize the physical mechanisms underlying the linkage between
the Arctic and cold waves in terms of a conceptual model.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Criteria for a Cold Wave

According to the Chinese National Standard for Cold Waves, a cold wave event is considered to
occur when either of the following conditions is met:

1. The daily minimum temperature decreases by 8 K in one day or by 10 K in two days, and the
minimum temperature is lower than 277.15 K.

2. The daily mean temperature decreases by 8 K in one day or 10 K in two days, and the minimum
temperature is lower than 277.15 K.

The daily minimum and mean temperatures are obtained by the 414 insu surface stations in East
China, provided by the National Meteorological Information Center [38]. The cold waves during the
winter monsoon season (from October to the following March) over the period 1979–2018 are analyzed
in this study.

2.2. Arctic Circulation Index

The AO is a large-scale mode, characterized by winds circulating counterclockwise around the
Arctic at around 60◦ N latitude. When the AO is in its positive phase, a ring of strong winds circulating
around the North Pole acts to confine cold air across polar regions. In contrast, in the negative AO,
this belt of wind becomes weaker and more distorted, which allows easier southward penetration of
colder air. The AO index is constructed by projecting the 1000-mb height anomalies poleward of 20◦ N
onto the loading pattern of the AO, which is defined as the leading mode of an empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) analysis of monthly mean 1000 mb height during the period 1979–2000. In this study,
the monthly mean AO indices during 1979–2018 are employed, which are taken from NCEP [39].

For Arctic storms, the storm identification and tracking algorithm developed by Zhang [34] is
employed in this study based on the sea level pressure (SLP) from the NCEP 6-hourly reanalysis data.
Storms to the north of 60◦ N with lifetime longer than 1 day are considered in this study. To quantify
storm activity, we employed the cyclone activity index (CAI), which is the sum over all cyclone centers
at a 6-hourly resolution of the differences between the cyclone central SLP and the climatological
monthly mean SLP at corresponding grid points. It is an integrative index, including the number,
duration, and intensity of storms. To investigate the impact of storm location, we calculated the CAI
in the western and eastern hemispheres separately. If the storm center situates within 0–180◦ W, it is
considered a west Arctic storm; otherwise, it is considered an east Arctic storm. The different CAIs
between the east and west Arctic storms are described by an index: DET_CAI. A positive DET_CAI
value implies that storms are active in the east hemisphere and calm in the west hemisphere and vice
versa for a negative value.

3. Results

3.1. Climatology Background of East China

To better understand cold wave activities, the wintertime temperature climatology over East
China is described here. With latitudes spanning from 20◦ N to 55◦ N, the temperature shows distinct
features within this study region. In operational work, East China is roughly divided into two parts,
southern and northern, along the boundary of the Qinling Mountains and the Huaihe River line,
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as shown by the purple line in Figure 1. In the northern part, the monthly mean 2 m temperature
is close to or lower than the freezing point, while it is generally above 273.15 K in the southern
part (Figure 2).

（a) Whole winter （b) Early winter (c) Late winter

-0.3          -0.1            0.1            0.3            0.5    decade- -1

Figure 1. Trends of cold wave record numbers at each station in East China: The larger dots are the
stations with a cold wave trend passing the 95% confidence level. The purple line is the Qinling
Mountain–Huaihe River boundary, which forms the division between the northern and southern parts.
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Figure 2. Time series of the areal mean temperatures in (a) the northern and (b) the southern parts of
East China: The solid lines are the sub-seasonal mean temperatures, the shaded areas represent one
standard deviation for the given sub-season (blue for early winter and pink for late winter; the gray
color is the overlap of early and late winter), and the dashed lines represent 273.15 K.

The temperature also exhibits sub-seasonal differences. We divide the winter monsoon season
into early winter (October–December) and late winter (January–March). As shown in Figure 2,
the temperature exhibits opposite interannual variations in some years (e.g., 1980–1985 and 1996–2000,
whereas temperatures in 1982 and 1997 were lower than the adjacent years in early winter and
warmer in late winter) and supports the necessity to analyze early and late winter separately. In
addition, in early winter, the mean temperature in the northern part is around 273.15 K, and it is far
above the freezing line in the southern part. In late winter, although the monthly mean temperature
in the southern part is above 273.15 K, its one standard deviation (calculated from the daily mean
temperature) can fall below the freezing line. The freezing line is important because it could determine
the phase of precipitation, which might further impact the surface albedo and radiation balance. That
would mean snow being dominant over the northern part, since the temperature is around or lower
than 273.15 K, while precipitation is usually in liquid phase over the southern part during early winter,
and it could transform into snow if a cold wave happens in late winter. As the snow accumulated
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on the ground, its high albedo would prevent the surface from storing heat from solar radiation and
thus would intensify the cooling effect of the cold wave. Therefore, the mechanisms of induction of
cold events are distinct in the northern and southern parts, and in early and late winter, which will be
discussed in Sections 3.3 and 4. Furthermore, the AO shows a positive phase in early winter and a
negative phase in late winter in some years (Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials); Rinke [36] also
suggested that more extreme cyclones happen in early winter. If we combined early and late winter
together, these signals would be smoothed out.

3.2. Cold Waves in East China

The long-term change in cold waves is expressed by the trend of the cold wave record number of
each station in Figure 1. From the viewpoint of the whole winter season, the frequency of cold wave
activities tends to increase in some stations during 1979–2018. In the southern part, most stations show
an increasing trend of cold wave record numbers at a rate of 0.2–0.4 decade−1. This enhancement
is more common in early winter. In the northern part, the long-term trend varies among stations.
The frequency of cold waves increases at some stations and decreases at some others. Though there
are a few stations present a significant increasing trend passing the 95% confidence level, around a
30% stations’ trend could pass the 90% significance level. The different results of the significant tests
could be explained by the large interannual variability of the cold wave activities.

To present the overall cold wave activities, we analyze the total record number, which is calculated
as the sum of cold wave record numbers of all the stations in northern and southern East China
(Figure 3). Since intense cold bursts are usually accompanied by strong winds, their impact can be
widespread, which indicates that more stations experience the cold waves. Therefore, the total record
number is an integrated index, which includes not only the cold wave number but also the intensity of
cold waves in each winter. As shown in Figure 3, in the northern part, cold waves are usually active
during early winter, while the southern part experiences more cold waves in late winter. There is a
significant positive trend in the southern part during early winter, with a rate of increase of around 1.5
records per year. An increasing trend can also be identified in late winter, but this is contaminated
by the large interannual variation and it does not pass the 95% confidence level. In the northern part,
the evolution of the cold wave record number is dominated by the interannual variation, with little
long-term trend.
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Figure 3. Interannual variation of total cold wave record numbers in (a) the northern and (b) the
southern parts of East China during 1979–2018: The dashed lines show the 40-year trends.

3.3. The Impact of Arctic Amplification

In this study, the Arctic amplification is quantified by two Arctic circulation indices: AO and
DET_CAI. First, an overview of the remote impact of the Arctic is obtained by comparing the
normalized time series of cold wave record numbers, AO, and DET_CAI in Figure 4. In early winter,
AO shows an opposite phase to the cold wave record number in the northern part in a few years (e.g.,
the early 1980s and 1996–1998), but the small correlation coefficient (−0.08) implies weak connection.
In addition, the trend of AO is insignificant, while the cold wave record number in the southern
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part increased during 1979–2018. However, such a long-term change in the southern East China cold
waves could be explained partly by the negative trend of DET_CAI. There are more positive values
of DET_CAI in the 1980s and more negative values after 2010. Such a scenario is consistent with the
formation of the ARP [28] and is supported by a series of Atlantic storms intruding into the western
Arctic [35] and the intensification of the Siberian High [40]. Furthermore, DET_CAI and southern
cold waves show opposite interannual variations along with their opposite long-term trend, and their
correlation coefficient reaches −0.35, passing the 95% confidence level. In late winter, the long-term
trends of AO, DET_CAI, and cold waves are all insignificant. Dominated by interannual variation,
the correlation coefficient between AO and cold waves is −0.32 in the north and −0.21 in the south,
and that between DET_CAI and cold waves is −0.28 in the north and −0.26 in the south, all of them
passing the 95% confidence level.
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Figure 4. Standardized time series in early winter for all months during 1979–2018 of (a) the monthly
Arctic Oscillation (AO) index and total cold wave record number and (b) the DET_CAI index and (c,d)
that for late winter, respectively: The numbers in the legend indicate the correlation efficient with AO
or DET_CAI. The dashed lines are the trend of DET_CAI and early winter cold wave number.

To investigate the underlying mechanisms of the correlation between Arctic circulation index and
cold waves, we conduct composite analyses of circulations in months with pronounced positive and
negative phases of the AO and DET_CAI indices. The threshold for pronounced AO and DET_CAI
is ±1 standard deviation in the normalized index time series in Figure 4. The selected months are
listed in Table 1. The variables investigated in these composite analyses include the sea level pressure
(SLP), the wind field at 850 hPa, the temperature at 2 m and 850 hPa, and the geopotential heights at
500 hPa and 100 hPa. Their differences between the negative and positive phases are shown in Figure 5.
It worth to notice that DET_CAI is an integrated index; the relevant composite differences are made up
of both intensity and frequency of Arctic storms and Eurasia high systems.

During the early winter, the Arctic region is covered by an anticyclonic anomaly when the AO is
in a negative phase (Figure 5a). The cold air over the Arctic is mainly transported to the Ural region by
the northeast wind. The temperature advection in East Asia is weak (Figure 5b), and therefore, cold
waves are unlikely to intensify. At the upper level (500–100 hPa), the anticyclone anomaly dominates
the Arctic Ocean (Figure 5c), and the polar vortex (as shown by the 100 hPa geopotential height)
becomes zonally orientated and shifted southward. On the south side of the polar vortex, a west wind
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blows from the Black and Caspian Seas to Northeast China and the southward spread of cold air is
moderate. Circulation is featured by large meanders under the negative phase of DET_CAI. Storms
invade the west Arctic from the Atlantic (Figure 5d). To the east of the storms, the southwest wind
transports warm air to the Barents–Kara Sea (Figure 5e). The accumulation of warm air enhances a
ridge from near the surface to 100 hPa along the Eurasian coast (Figure 5d,f). The anticyclonic flow
around the ridge advects cold air to the Siberian area (Figure 5e). Distorted by the ridge, the polar
vortex exhibits a dipole structure, with one center over Siberia and the other over the west Arctic
Ocean, coupling with the storms. Meanwhile, a zonal trough at 500 hPa situates under the polar vortex
above the eastern Siberian area. The coupling of the ridge, zonal trough, and polar vortex generates a
blocking situation (Figure 5f) which cools the region 90–140◦ E 50–60◦ N (Figure 5e). The cold air in
this region frequently intrudes southward, and when it confronts the southwest wind in the southern
part of East China, precipitation occurrs. Owing to the warm advection from the south, long-wave
radiation from clouds, and the latent heat released by precipitation, the temperature is quite warm
before and during the raining night (if there is precipitation in the morning, it would be warm before
the rain), but it falls rapidly during the next day as the cold north wind becomes dominant. Night-time
radiative cooling under a clear sky also intensifies the cold burst.

Table 1. Selected Months for Composite Analysis.

Index Phase Months

+AO-Early Winter 198310, 198812, 199012, 199411, 200612, 200810,
200111, 201112, 201311, 201511

−AO-Early Winter 198011, 198112, 199512, 199612, 200012, 200211, 200212, 200512,
200912, 201012, 201212

+DET_CAI-Early Winter 198011, 198311, 198512, 198910, 199011, 199710, 199911,
200912, 201212, 201411

−DET_CAI-Early Winter 198111, 198612, 199311, 199811, 200311, 200810, 201012, 201112,
201211, 201312, 201412, 201512, 201611

+AO-Late Winter 198301, 198901, 198902, 199002, 199003, 199202, 199301, 199403,
200202, 200703, 201102, 201503

−AO-Late Winter 198403, 198501, 198701, 198702, 200103, 200401,
201001, 201002, 201101

+DET_CAI-Late Winter 198103, 198503, 198801, 199203, 199501, 200003, 200202, 200603,
201403, 201503, 201703

−DET_CAI-Late Winter 198102, 198802, 199103, 199901, 200102, 200502, 200601,
200703, 201201, 201802

The selected months are presented by 6 digits. The first 4 digits present the year, and the last 2 digits
present the month.

The difference between late and early winter lies in the deepened 500 hPa trough and associated
cold anomaly at 850 hPa over northeast China (Figure S2 in the Supplementary Material). With negative
AO, the Aleutian Low shifts westward and couples with the Arctic high anomaly to shape north winds
over the northeast Asian continent (Figure 5g). These north winds transport cold air to northeast China
and result in a cold anomaly reaching 4 K at 850 hPa centering over this region (Figure 5h). Meanwhile,
the polar vortex and 500 hPa zonal trough over northeast Eurasia are stronger than in early winter
and the 500 hPa ridge moves from the Black and Caspian Seas to the Ural Mountains, generating the
Ural high. The pressure gradient between the Ural high and zonal trough drives a northwest flow
to cool East China (Figure 5i). Under the negative phase of DET_CAI, besides upper level anomaly,
intensified Siberian High and Aleutian Low is also significant (Figure S2). Storms occur mainly in the
west Arctic and the northwest Pacific. A strong Siberian High dominates the high-latitude region of
the Eurasian continent, even extending to Northeast China (Figure 5j). Above this region, a 500 hPa
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zonal trough and polar vortex are also maintained (Figure 5l). Under such conditions, the low-level
cold anomaly exceeds 6 K, with its center over Northeast China (Figure 5k). The southern part of East
China is mainly affected by the northeast wind, which is shaped by the pressure gradient between the
Siberian High and storms over the northwest Pacific (Figure 5j,k). The northeast flow not only indicates
cold advection, which causes the temperature to drop to freezing, but also brings moisture from the
ocean, which induces snow in East China. The high albedo of the snow surface further amplifies the
temperature reduction through radiative cooling.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

hPa K m

8

Figure 5. Composite differences between pronounced negative and positive AO in early-winter months
in (a) sea level pressure (SLP), (b) in 2 m temperature and 850 hPa winds, and (c) in 500 hPa (filled
color) and 100 hPa (contours) geopotential heights; (d–f) that for the difference between pronounced
negative and positive DET_CAI in early-winter months, respectively; and (g–l) that for late-winter
months, respectively.

The above analysis suggests that the invasion of west Arctic storms could contribute to the
blocking events on the Eurasian north coast. To clarify this process, we conduct a lag-lead composite
of 21 cases, for which the DET_CAI index is lower than −2 and persists for more than 2 days. The
SLP, 850 hPa temperature advection, and 500 hPa geopotential height on the first day of the cases
are compared with those of the next day (Figure 6). On day 1, a mild, high anomaly of the 500 hPa
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geopotential height could be identified along the Eurasia north coast but its intensity was weaker
than 120 m. Meanwhile, the storm centered over Greenland induces strong warm advection on its east
side over the Scandinavia and Barents–Kara Sea. Such a warming effect enhances the geopotential
height anomaly of this region to 150 m on day 2, and a strong Scandinavia ridge is built up. The
well-matched location of the warm advection and the Scandinavia ridge indicate that the storm plays
an important role in blocking. Under the influence of the Scandinavia ridge, the Siberia High expands
northeastwards, and cold advection over the east Siberia suggests cold air accumulation, which favors
the the cold waves in East China.

(a) (b)

(d)

Day 1

Day 2

10-5 K/s m

(c)

Figure 6. Composite (a) SLP (contours), 850 hPa temperature advection (filled color), and (b) 500 hPa
geopotential height anomaly on large negative DET_CAI days and (c,d) that for fields on the next day,
respectively.

To provide an insight into cold waves under the impact of DET_CAI and to give more synoptic
clues to the operational forecast of cold waves, we conduct two case studies, one in early winter and
the other in late winter. On 16 November 2017, northeast Asia was covered by a zonal trough at 500 hPa
(Figure 7a). The Siberian High was around 1040 hPa, situated to the west of Lake Baikal (Figure 7c).
The southwest wind dominated 25–40◦ N (Figure 7b), which brought water vapor (Figure 7c) and low
clouds (Figure 7a) to the southern part of East China, and the associated warm advection increased the
temperature to 288 K (Figure 7b). During 15–16 November, the heating induced by the warm advection
was slightly larger than that caused by the precipitation released latent heat (Figure 7j). One day later,
the zonal trough tended to become transverse to meridional (Figure 7d), indicating that the cold air
had started to spread southward. The cold air confronted the warm south flow around 30–33◦ N
(Figure 7e). Accompanied by rich water vapor (Figure 7f), the convergence generated pronounced
precipitation. In addition to the blocking effects of the precipitable cloud (Figure 7d), the latent heat
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of precipitation warmed up the air at the rate of around 0.3 K/h, which could overcome the cold
advection (Figure 7j), so southern East China is still warm. On 18 November, a meridional trough was
situated over northeast Asia. Behind the trough, the northwest flow led cold, dry air to East China. The
rain stopped, and the cold advection achieved 0.6 K/h. Furthermore, with little cloud cover, radiative
cooling also strengthened the cold break. As a result, the temperature fell by 10–14 K in 24 h.

Figure 7. Synoptic analysis of a cold wave case in early winter: (a) Cloud cover and 500 hPa geopotential
height, (b) 2 m temperature and 850 hPa winds, and (c) total precipitable water and SLP at 20 pm on
16 November 2017; (d–f) that at 20 pm on 17 November 2017, respectively; and (g–i) that at 20 pm
on 18 November 2017, respectively. (j) The time-series of the mean heating rate caused by 850 hPa
temperature advection and latent heat over the brown square in (a,d,g).The time coordinate is presented
by 4 digits, with the first 2 digits indicating the date in November 2017 and the last 2 digits indicating
the local time.

For the case of late winter of 2016, the 500 hPa vortex was embedded in a zonal trough with its
center around 55◦ N on 21 January (Figure 8a). The Siberian High was much stronger than that in the
early winter, exceeding 1056 hPa (Figure 8c). Covered by the thick snow accumulated during the early
winter, the surface temperature of east Siberia was lower than 240 K, and this cold air was advected to
Northeast China by the northwest wind (Figure 8b). Meanwhile, the temperature was around 276 K
in southern China, which was warmed by the warm advection from the South China Sea (Figure 8b).
At this time, the heating rate of warm advection and latent heat from weak precipitation was around
0.1 K/h (Figure 8j). One day later, the zonal trough was propagating southward, indicating that the
cold air column was intruding into Northeast China (Figure 8d,e). Following the anticyclonic flow
surrounding the Siberian High, the cold air was first blown to the Pacific and then turned back to
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southern East China (Figure 8e,f). Since the temperature was around 273 K, and the easterly wind
transported cold and humid air to East China around 30◦ N, snow occurred in this region. The
snow enhanced the latent heating rate to 0.2 K/h (Figure 8j). On 23 January, snow stopped and a
northerly wind dominated most of East China from the surface to 500 hPa, resulting in a maximum
cold advection around 0.5 K/h (Figure 8g–j). In the daytime, the high albedo of the snow coverage
prevented absorption of solar radiation, while in the nighttime, the clear sky allowed strong radiative
cooling. All these processes intensified the cold event. The cooling effect of snow is further investigated
by comparing the change of temperature over the surface with and without snow in this case. Snow
depth of area B in Figure 9a was less than 1 cm, while most stations in area A were covered by snow
with the depth of 1–20 cm. Located in the south, the temperature of area A was about 1 K higher
than area B before the cold wave. With cold air outbreak during 22–23 January, the temperature
dropped greatly in both areas but area A experienced a slightly larger decreasing rate. Once the cold
air passed, temperature stopped decreasing in area B but it kept on dropping in area A. Because snow
was accumulated over this area during 21–23 January, on 24 January, the high albedo of the snow
prevented the surface from absorbing solar radiation. As a result, the mean temperature of area A is
2–3 K lower than that of area B (Figure 9b).

Figure 8. Synoptic analysis of a cold wave case in late winter: (a) Cloud cover and 500 hPa geopotential
height, (b) 2 m temperature and 850 hPa winds, and (c) total precipitable water and SLP at 8 am on
21 January 2016; (d–f) that at 8 am on 22 January 2016, respectively; and (g–i) that at 2 am on 24 January
2016, respectively. (j) The time-series of the mean heating rate caused by 850 hPa temperature advection
and latent heat over the brown square in (a,d,g).The time is presented by 4 digits, with the first 2 digits
indicating the date in January 2016 and the last 2 digits indicating the local time.
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Figure 9. (a) The snow depth at 2 am on 24 January 2016 over the area surrounded by the brown
rectangle in Figure 8g and (b) the time-series of the 2 m temperature during 21–25 January 2016 (the
solid blue and red lines are the areal mean temperatures of areas A and B, and the shaded areas are
their 1 standard deviation. The time coordinate is the same as that in Figure 8j).

4. Summary and Discussion

Under the background of climate change, the general circulation associated with Arctic
amplification exhibits some new patterns. Previous studies have found that most of the Arctic
warming interacted with the radiation balance adjustment induced by the retreat of sea ice. The change
in temperature distribution modulated the circulation around the Arctic, which could be represented
by the AO. This is a slow process and is considered as an old type of Arctic amplification in the present
study. In recent years, storms have frequently invaded the Arctic region, leading to dramatic changes
in wind, humidity, temperature, and sea ice. We have called this rapid process “storm-induced Arctic
amplification”. The impacts of the “storm-induced Arctic amplification” are affected by the locations
of the storms, which have different remote impacts. If storms are in the western hemisphere, they may
contribute to the blocking event, while storms could suppress the development of Siberia High if they
are in the eastern hemisphere. The difference in storm activity between eastern and western Arctic
regions are quantified by DET_CAI in this study.

AO and storm-induced Arctic amplifications have different impacts on cold waves in East China.
The AO index can provide clues to the interannual variation of cold waves in late winter, and their
correlation coefficient is −0.32 in northern China and −0.21 in southern China, passing the 95%
confidence level. Such a relationship is consistent with the work of Chen [41], which suggests that
the interannual variation of winter extreme cold days in the northern part of East China is closely
linked to the AO. However, AO cannot explain long-term changes in cold wave activities. In early
winter, cold waves in the southern part of East China have increased over the past 40 years, and their
connection with AO is very weak. However, DET_CAI presents a decreasing trend in early winter
during 1979–2018, which is negatively correlated with the cold waves in southern East China because
anticyclones are enhanced in the eastern Arctic and a greater number of strong storms intrude into
the western Arctic. In late winter, DET_CAI also shows a high negative correlation with cold waves
in both northern and southern China. This scenario agrees with the results of previous research,
which suggested that the Siberian High, Ural High, and strong Arctic storms contribute to cold
waves [19,30,35].

The mechanisms by which the two types of Arctic amplification influence cold waves are
summarized by the conceptual model in Figure 10. Under the negative phase of the AO, the Iceland
Low and Aleutian Low are in the western hemisphere and are too far away to couple with the Siberian
High to modulate circulation. The northeast wind steered by the Siberian High occurs at 50–60◦ N
90–120◦ E and thus has a small impact on East China. At the upper level, the atmosphere over the Arctic
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Ocean is warm and cold air is moved to the northern Eurasian continent. In response, the polar vortex
also shifts to the Eurasian region and westerly winds flow along the south edge of the polar vortex
(Figure 10a). With a small meridional component and long-distance transport, the cold advection
induced by the west wind is weak.

L

L

H

H

L

500-100hPa

Surface-700hPa

500-100hPa

Surface-700hPa

H

L

H

500-100hPa

Surface-700hPa
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Surface-700hPa

500-100hPa

(a) AO-Early (b) DET_CAI-Early

(c) AO-Late (d) DET_CAI-Late

Figure 10. Conceptual model of the cold wave response to negative AO in (a) early and (c) late winter
and (b,d) that for the response to negative DET_CAI, respective. The color shading represents the
temperature, and the purple contours indicate the high and low systems. The red and blue arrows
show warm and cold advections, respectively. The blue droplets indicate regions of rainfall, and the
blue stars indicate regions of snow.

The basic difference between negative AO and negative DET_CAI is that a surface high system
dominants the whole Arctic Ocean in the former scenario whereas storms occupy the west Arctic in the
latter (Figure 10b). At the upper level, mid–high latitudes exhibit a stationary wave train pattern when
DET_CAI is negative. Southerly winds on the eastern sides of the storms transport warm air from the
Atlantic to the Barents–Kara Sea and thereby amplify the high ridge. In response, the polar vortex is
split into a dipole structure, with one center over Siberia and the other over the west Arctic, coupling
with the storms. The circulation around the high ridge and the polar vortex transports cold air from
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the west Arctic to Siberia. The accumulation of cold air favors the intensification and expansion of
the Siberian High. In the east of the Siberian High, a north wind blows over East Asia, which cools
the northern part of East China directly. When this north wind meets the southwestern humid flow,
precipitation occurs in the southern part of East China. At first, this region is warmed up by the warm
advection and the latent heat of precipitation, but once the rain decays, the cold north wind becomes
dominant and the temperature decreases dramatically.

Compared with early winter, the circulation of the negative AO in late winter is more conducive
to cold waves. The polar vortex moves to northeast Asia and becomes more meridionally orientated.
Following the circulation around the polar vortex, the northwest flow advects cold air from the
Barents–Kara Sea to northern China. Meanwhile, the Aleutian Low moves to the eastern hemisphere
and the Siberian High dominates northern China. The two systems shape the northeast flow, which acts
as cold advection to southern China. This cold advection can drop the temperature to 273.15 K and can
cause snow when it converges with warm south winds. For negative DET_CAI, the polar vortex
and zonal trough are deeper than in early winter and the Siberian High exhibits broader coverage.
The persistence of the polar vortex, zonal trough, warm ridge, and Siberian High provides a blocking
structure, which benefits the outbreak of cold waves. In addition, storms are also active over the
northwest Pacific, and coupling with the Siberian High, they contribute to the intensification of the
northeast wind, in which the cold, moist air plays a key role in snowfall in southern China. After the
snow has covered the land surface, its high albedo further reduces the temperature.

The importance of the Arctic amplification has been noticed in recent decades [23,31,42]. However,
the mechanism of its formation and remote impacts, which vary with season and region, are worthy
of further investigation. For example, what warms up the Arctic? Some studies have referred to the
melting of sea-ice [17], while Hassanzadeh [27] has suggested that synoptic-eddy activities should be
taken into consideration. This paper has revealed that Arctic storms could play an important role. The
south wind on the east side of the storm transports warm air from the Atlantic Ocean to the Arctic,
which warms up the Barents–Kara Sea greatly and thus intensifies the blocking along the Eurasia
northwest coast and the Siberian High. The northern part of East China is directly affected by the
Siberian High and by the accumulation of cold air in northeast Asia. The anticyclonic circulation
around the Siberian High leads to an easterly wind in the southern part of East China, which plays a
vital role in snowstorms in this region.

It worth to notice that negative DET_CAI could enhance the blocking events but not exactly equal
to blocking. First, the blocking events is often evaluated by 500 hPa geopotential height while the
DET_CAI is based on SLP. Since both DET_CAI and AO are based on SLP, DET_CAI could make up
the surface circulation patterns which are missed in AO. Second, negative DET_CAI emphasizes the
storms invading west Arctic and warm advections on their east side, which could warm up Arctic
rapidly and intensify blocking (Figure 6). However, the blocking event alone could not explain the
rapid temperature change near the Eurasian coast. Third, the storm could couple with the polar vortex,
accompanied by the displacement of the polar vortex, and thus could contribute to the change of Arctic
circulation [43].

The influence of cold waves on East China is very complicated owing to its location in the
transition zone between midlatitudes and the subtropical region. This study has focused mainly on
the impact of the Arctic. The interaction of Arctic storms, the East Asian monsoon, and subtropical wet
flows will be explored in the future. The climatological relationships and the mechanisms revealed
in this study can help improve understanding of the global effects of Arctic amplification and the
prediction of cold waves.
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